QUALITY REPORT

FOUNDATIONS
Foundations with reinforced concrete slab, according to the data in the geotechnical report, meeting the
specifications of the regulations CTE-DB-SE-C Structural security: Foundations. NTE-ADZ: land preparation.
Removals: trenchs and wells. Concrete walls in the basement. Walls waterproofing and foundations with
protected asphalt sheet. Execution according to the technical regulations for seismic, wind and fire resistances.
All in compliance with the current regulations DB-SE and EHE, and the regulations NTE-EHR, NTE-EHS and
NTE-EME.

STRUCTURE
Structure with waffle slabs and reinforced concrete slabs. All in compliance with the current regulations DB-SE
and EHE and the regulations NTE-EHR, NTE-EHS and NTE-EME.

FACADES
Made of exterior shutter of 1/2 foot of perforated brickwork, plastered with water-repellent mortar, cavity wall
and load bearing panelling based on metal structure of galvanized sheet, rock wool thermal/acoustic
insulation of 5,00 cm and 35 Kg/m3 of density, and two panels Pladur® type or similar, of 13 mm. Made
according to CTE-DB-HE Energy savings and CTE-DB-HS Health and NTE-FFL Facades: brickwork.
Outside finishes will be made based on monolayer continuous facing of fine grain in white according to
applicable regulations CTE-DB-HS Health and NTE-RPE, wall facing: renderings. Some exterior faces will be
covered with large size techlam sheet 2,60 x 1,00 m according to house design.
Thermal and acoustic insulation in facade through cavity wall and semi rigid rock wool. All in compliance with
the current regulations DB-HE and DB-HR.

The use of porcelain materials like TECHLAM offers advantages over the use of natural materials in the facing.
Natural materials such as wood need treatments, varnished, etc. to remain in perfect conditions. A CORTEN
steel is a type of oxidized metal, which can be a risk for children or, even, the emission of rust in the shape of
dust.

Example of the use of facing with TECHLAM Black Basic

Example of the use of facing with TECHLAM Steel corten

TECHLAM facings used in the dvelopment:

Graphite stone

Steel

Wood Oak

Steel Black

Travertino tivoli

SOLADO
Internal flooring in large-format rectified porcelain tiles by the Porcelanosa brand or similar, of first quality according to
the choice made by the owner among several models preselected by the Architecture Team.
Large format lacquered skirting boards.
In the basement, porcelain flooring, large-format rectified wood imitation Porcelanosa brand or similar, top quality
according to the choice made by the owner among several models preselected by the Architecture Team.
Porcelanosa or similar non-slip large format rectified porcelain outdoor flooring, top quality according to the choice
made by the owner among several models preselected by the Architecture Team.

ROOF
Inverted roof with landscaping and gravel in non-trafficable areas and white marble 60 x 60 cm with anti slip
treatment in trafficable areas, only in roof. Meeting the specifications of the regulations NTE-QAT Roof:
Trafficable flat roof.
Waterproofing of roofs and terraces using welded asphalt sheet, considering thermal and acoustic insulation
over habitable areas.
Thermal and acoustic insulation in roof with rigid sheet of extruded polystyrene Roofmate type. All in
compliance with the current DB-HE and DB-HR.

PARTITIONING
House internal partition made with bearing structure of galvanized steel sheet, which is screwed on both sides
2 plates of 13 mm in thickness of Pladur® type or similar, placing internally rock wool acoustic insulation of
5,00 cm and 35 Kg/m3 of density, considering water repellent gypsum plasterboards in the facings in the wet
areas. Made according to the directives of the regulations CTE-DB-HE Energy savings; UNE102040 IN,
assembly of partition of gypsum boards with metal structure; NTE-PTP Partitions: plate and board partitions.

PAVEMENTS
Floorings in the interior of the house are in white marble, size 60 x 60 cm with glossy or matte finish.

Outside, the same marble size 60 x 60 will be used, but with anti-slip treatment.

In the basement, they will be of ceramic synthetic wood, size 120 x 120 cm.

TILINGS
Bath rooms will be tiled. Water exposed areas, such as the shower or bath area, are covered with the same
marble used for the floor.

STAIRS
Stairs formation with overhang steps of metal structure joined to the house structure and panelled with
natural wood.

· Protection of stairs falls with safety glass from floor to ceiling.

CEILINGS
The whole house counts on false ceilings with bearing metal structure on which a plate of 13 mm thickness
Pladur® type or similar is put. Registers will be put for the access to air conditioning equipments. The design
includes limelight in bedrooms and living-rooms.

PAINTS
Interior finishes of walls will be, generally, first class smooth white polymer paint or similar, made according to
the regulations NTE-RPP Wall claddings: Paints.

METALWORK-OUTDOOR
Reinforced safety entrance door in stainless steel and wood according to the project management design.
Aluminium doors and windows from floor to ceiling which, thanks to the hidden guide system, provide a
complete continuity between the inside and the outside, creating the feeling that both are an unique space.
The meeting corners between metalwork are without cadres.

Lifted aluminium metalwork with high resistance and thermal break. Made according to specifications of the
regulations CTE DB HS Health; CTE DB HE Energy savings; NTE-FCL Facades: Light alloys metalwork.
Sliding metalwork with hidden guide system and safety glass with double glazing to ensure the comfort
conditions inside the house.

WOODWORK-INTERIOR
WOODEN DOORS. In ground and first floor, doors from floor to ceiling of solid white-lacquered wood with
2,60 m in heigh and hidden hinge system and magnetic latch.

Internal doors

GLASS DOORS: In basement and bathrooms all the doors will be of safety acid-washed glass to allow the light
to enter through in the basement and internal bathrooms.

Doors in basement and bathrooms

Magnetic latch

Hidden hinge

WARDROBE: glass doors in master bedrooms. Fully completed with fittings to hang and drawer units.
Wardrobe doors will be hinged or sliding doors with the front of the door divided into 3 pieces: the upper
and lower pieces are white-lacquered and the central element is acid-whased.

Example of combination with 4 doors wardrobe: white - acid- white

KITCHEN
Fully equipped kitchen with NEFF electrical appliances. White-lacquered cabinets doors and panelings, which
can be finished using high gloss or matte materials.
Countertop with built-in sink.

LAUNDRY ROOM
Houses have laundry and ironing room located in the basement. This laundry and ironing room has a sink with
special size to facilitate the cleaning of delicate garments washer and dryer. Besides, they have a space for the
air drying of delicate garments.

TOILET EQUIPMENTS
VILLEROY & BOCH or DURAVIT toilet equipment in bathrooms

Free-standing bath in master bedroom:

Free-standing bath in guest bedroom:

Composition of bath furniture and designer sink over vanity top.

TAPS
HANSGROHE or TRES taps.

Column taps free-standing bath

Sink taps

Electronic system of built-in thermostatic shower in INOX with support with mobile shower in wall. In master
and guest bedrooms.

The system allows the exact control of the temperature and amount of water for the shower, as well as to
programme the shower beginning and end, it has pause button to soap up and resumption of the
shower, allowing important savings in the water use.

Electronic pannel in wall

Shower in master bedroom

Shower in guest bedroom

Bath in master bedroom with shower INOX spray in ceiling 500 x 500 mm. Electronic system and wall remote
control. Shower hose and shower with anti-scaling system.
Bath in guest bedroom with shower INOX spray in ceiling 300 x 300 mm. Electronic system and wall remote
control. Shower hose and shower with anti-scaling system.

PLUMBING
SANITATION
Separate system of waste water and rainwater in high resistance PVC pipes, according to regulations UNE
5332.
Individual utility room with all the necessary equipment for the functioning, water softener, sediments and
dechlorinator filters.
Benefits of the filter systems:
· Well-being: It eliminates lime, chlorine, smells, dirt and sediments that can cause dryness, irritation, peeling
of the skin, capillary fragility and irritation of eyes, lungs and nostrils.
· Convenience: less cleaning effort in taps, toilet equipment and shower screens.
· Calm: protection of plumbing installation and toilet equipment of the house.
· Savings: longer duration of the electrical appliance and plumbing installations, energy savings and less use
of cleaning products.

ELECTRICITY
· Fully electrical installation in the house with high quality mechanisms and compatible with home
automation, with general and secondary panels meeting the current low-voltage regulations. Basic lighting in
bathrooms with LED lights.

· Pre-installed motorization system in double mechanism for curtains, blinds or combination of
both.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Television, telephone and data points in all rooms. In such a way that all bedrooms, living room and kitchen
have data/telecommunication connection, preparing them to any home automation system that you would
like to be installed.

AIR CONDITIONING
Daikin Altherma or similar system for air conditioning system (cold air/heat), sanitary hot water and
underfloor heating in master bedrooms.

It is a renewable energy system that uses air as main energy source. With an only air conditioning system
we avoid installations of fossil fuel boilers like oil or gas, which, besides being polluting, present a risk
working with inflammable energy sources which require security systems and tank add.

This system is not only a less polluting solution but, it is also more efficient than traditional systems of
hot water with thermal solar panels with support of electric boiler with the consequent savings in
maintenance and use, considering that it consumes 80 % of renewable energy and only 20 % of
electricity, emitting less CO2 to the atmosphere.

Electric underfloor heating in bathrooms, with independent control.

FIREPLACE
Fireplace of bioethanol ECOSMART XL 1200 or similar in the living room.

HOME AUTOMATION
Home automation installation with universal system KNX.

It has central control screen in the main room of the house, living-dining room, and a secondary control
in the master bedroom. This system also allows the control of the installation from a mobile device with
an APP.

Home automation control in bedroom

Base installation has:
-

Overall control of the internal lighting in the house
Basic control of the air conditioning system

-

Technical alarms: flooding probes in the basement and the kitchen and smoke detector in the
kitchen

-

Configuration and execution of "entrance", "exit", "trip", etc. scenes

Designer video entry phone installation.

Video entry phone which,
besides making its purpose
communicating with the access
to the house, has the addition
of being a decorative element.

ALARM
Basic installation has:
LighSYS Central Basic Kit for 8 areas, expandable to 32, via radio or RISCO bus with any combination
- 3 infrared detectors
- 1 indoor siren
- Sealed battery for functioning without electrical grid

CAMERAS
Basic instalation includes:
-

Video recorder of 4 channels, with remote control and viewing from mobile devices
1 TB hard drive
2 cameras inside the house

AUDIO-VIDEO
Pre-installed home cinema in the living-room, master bedroom and screening room in the basement (if this
option has been selected in the basement).

AIR CIRCULATION
The air circulation and renovation design of the house makes the air always circulates in one direction. It
enters through the living rooms or bedrooms and it is forced to leave with duct and extractor systems
through service rooms, like bathrooms or toilets.
This system guarantees that the air in the living-room and bedroom is always fresh, no foul, changing
correctly and that the air from bathrooms and toilets cannot arrive, avoiding foul air and smells.

LIFT (PRE-INSTALLATION)
Houses have lift pre-installation with space projected and access from all the floors in the house. It also has
the forecast in the electrical installation for the lift installation in such a way that, if this is installed, the
existing house will not have to be changed or remodelled.

POOL
· Sheet of water surface of 32m²
· Filter system with salty base
· Internal finishing with mosaic in bottom and overflow formation in misty turquoise blue colour
The swimming pool has two surfaces at different depths: a relax one with low depth where it is possible to
place elements such as deck chairs; and a deeper one for bathing.

Continuous overflow system for "infinity edge" formation on one of the ends of the swimming pool.

EXTERIOR
· Gardening and landscape of Mediterranean and tropical design with high quality natural grass.
· Installation of automatic irrigation system with retractable diffusing, programming switchboard system.

· Preinstallation of decorative lighting system in garden.
The electrical installation is prepared with electrical circuits in reserve, for any exterior lighting system. Due to
the personalization level of the design of such lighting, this remains open to the likings of future owners.

- Entrance door to individual garage sectional with steel and polyurethane panels, automatic opening
mechanism with remote control, anti crushing band and protection card with automatic stop.
· Designer metal exterior door for pedestrians and vehicles with automatic opening mechanism with remote
control and protection card with automatic stop.
· Exterior closing of plot with blind wall 1,30 m in heigh and solution of metal fence according to reference
picture up to a height of 2,20 m.

